
Swithland Signalbox - Another stage in the Double
Track Project - Steve Evans sets the scene

It was awe-inspiring standing in Swithland ‘Box
during the Winter Gala and watching the stream
of trains going past. It should be even better when
the ‘box is commissioned – just what will Mr
Pakes come up with for a Gala timetable with the
flexibility offered by the additional ‘box?
Fundamental to the number of trains in the Gala
timetable is of course the double track – which
brings us to the point about Swithland – it is not
just another signalbox, but an essential part of
how the Double Track came about.

For newer readers it may be of some interest to
give some background to the Double Track and

Swithland Project. In 1969 some far-sighted
people got together with the idea of
preserving a section of main line railway
where express steam locomotives could be
seen in their true environment. This was at
the time steam locomotives were banned
from British Rail tracks, save for “Flying
Scotsman”. In the Autumn 1969 issue of
Main Line No.2, there was an advert for
Main Line Preservation Group which stated

“It is the Group’s aim to ensure that main line
steam engines shall run again on a main line
specifically owned and operated for that
purpose. To this end, negotiations are at
present being conducted with BR towards
acquisition of a part of the former main line
between Nottingham and Leicester”. This
laudable aim proved more difficult to
achieve in practice. In 1976 a single line of
railway remained between Quorn &
Woodhouse and Belgrave & Birstall stations
but there was an all important section of
double track between Loughborough and
Quorn & Woodhouse, although the
operation at the time used only the former
Up line between Loughborough and Rothley.

A share company was formed to buy the line
– GCR (1976) Limited (now GCR plc) – but
was only able to save the Up line between
Loughborough and Rothley. The double
track between Loughborough and Quorn &

Woodhouse, that which set us apart from the
heritage railway branch lines, had gone. The
1980s saw the railway always seeming to be in
financial difficulty but, despite this, progress was
made with the relaying of the Down line between
Rothley and Belgrave & Birstall and opening of
a new station in 1991, re-named Leicester North.
There was even progress towards a Northern
Extension, but that is another story.

Loughborough signalbox was commissioned in
stages to 1985, and passing loops installed at
Quorn & Woodhouse and Rothley. A GCR
signalbox was recovered from Blind Lane,

A signal stands sentinel at Swithland on 27th January,
2012 ready for the operation of the signalbox. IAN
ALLISON



Wembley and installed at Rothley. Market Rasen
provided a MSLR ‘box which was erected at Quorn &
Woodhouse. Good progress was being made on the
signalling installations; Rothley ‘box was opened
initially in 1990 and work proceeded at Quorn &
Woodhouse. The railway was settling down to be
effectively another single track branch line with passing
loops, albeit on the formation of a double track main
line.

The late David Clarke had other ideas. A local
businessman who was a supporter and one time Director
of the GCR, David had the vision of a length of the
double track railway being re-laid, together with a
substantial development at Swithland incorporating
long passing loops to give the impression of a four track
railway. This would be controlled by a new signalbox
and signalling in the style of the GCR/GWR Joint Line

– meaning use of Western lower quadrant signals. These
would be alien to our section of the GCR London

The Swithland Signalling Scheme required work both
inside and outside the signalbox. Some of the multiple
wheels for the signalling wires. IAN ALLISON

The Swithland
signalling diagram.
SHAWN SANDERS



Extension, but perfectly reasonable and
appropriate for recreation of the section of line
near London which had seen GCR and LNER
expresses. The new proposals were published as
part of the Five Year Plan for 1990-1995,
appearing in the Spring 1990 edition of Main Line
No.68. Critically, David Clarke also provided a
considerable amount of funding for the double
track enhancement – without this crucial financial
support the Double Track project simply would
not have happened.

Initial thoughts of a short section of double track
between Rothley and Swithland quickly turned
to the section being between Quorn &
Woodhouse and Rothley. However, there is an
inescapable fact about double track; it cannot be
switched out and needs a signalman at both ends.
With the signalbox at the main station at
Loughborough operational, three signalmen
would be required. Logically, if somewhat

expensively, the plan was enhanced to
include over five miles of double track
between Loughborough and Rothley, with
the centrepiece at Swithland. Only two
signalmen are required for this operation
(when Quorn &Woodhouse and Swithland
are switched out).

The step change in philosophy of operation
of the GCR that this represented cannot be
over-emphasised. At the time of the single
track operation at Loughborough, the ‘box
had a king lever, which permitted trains to
depart from Platform No.1 and return with
no signalman present, the king lever being
operated for midweek services by a
suitably qualified member of the train
crew before departure. A long way
removed from the operation of the block
bells which takes place on today’s railway
as the Loughborough signalman
communicates with Quorn & Woodhouse
or Rothley (or soon potentially Swithland)

‘boxes! Main line locomotives can be run
on a single track line, particularly one
which was, as at the GCR, on the

formation of a former main line, but it is the
double track and being able to pass trains at speed
which gives the ambience of a true main line
railway.

The Double Track project proceeded apace
through the 1990s, and was opened in 2000,
changing the railway overnight. A considerable
amount of work had been done at Swithland up
to about 1996 when the focus moved to the rather
large task of Loughborough South remodelling.

Following this, the decision was taken to progress
Quorn & Woodhouse signalling, principally due
to the materials being available for this project.
This paid handsome dividends when Quorn &
Woodhouse Signalbox was commissioned in 2004,
permitting the intensive galas seen on the railway
since then. Gradually the focus returned to
Swithland which is where work has been

A general view of the Swithland site on
27th January, 2012. Not only a
signalbox but a relay room (to the left
of the ‘box), relay cabinets, point
rodding, signals and signal wires. IAN
ALLISON



concentrated in recent
years.

Going back to the Saturday
of the Winter Gala, the
gaze moved from the trains
passing up to the
illuminated diagram in the

‘box at Swithland. This
highlights the difference
between the GCR and any
other preserved standard
gauge line – as can be seen
from the layout diagram it
shows a double track main
line railway with Up and
Down loops, sidings and a
mineral branch to boot –
there really is nothing like
it anywhere else. This
installation, together with
Quorn & Woodhouse, sets
the GCR aside from all others and gives the
railway its unique selling point. This will alter the
railway again to the same extent, allowing
different things to be done at galas.

So what can be done at Swithland? With the ‘box
open there is an extra block post which means
more trains can be handled. The loops can be used
for passenger trains to overtake goods, mineral
and TPO trains. However, there is an additional
benefit – the loops have been signalled for
passenger train movements, so a semi-fast or
stopping passenger train can be overtaken by an
express passenger service. Also the dining car set
could be placed in a loop for customers to have
a leisurely lunch whilst watching the trains go by
in both directions. Non-passenger trains could be
run round at Swithland. Freight and mineral trains
can be sent down, and return from, the branch.

In addition, the work of the Operations
Department should be made much easier. A lot
of time is presently spent preparing for Galas and
Photo Charters. The Permanent Way Department
spends a considerable amount of time at
Swithland assisting with shunting as the points
have to be barred and clipped. When it is possible
to open Swithland ‘Box shunting should be
straightforward. A facility has also been included
to make it easier to transfer stock from Rothley
Carriage and Wagon shed to Swithland. It will be

possible to make a wrong line (non-passenger)
movement on the Up Line between Rothley and
Swithland, allowing stock to be moved directly
into the sidings at Swithland, without having to
reverse across the crossover as would be the case
if a train was sent along the Down line.

What has been done since 1990 to get Swithland
to a state of approaching commissioning?  The
initial phase of work at Swithland concentrated
on track laying and building the ‘box. Initially
Messrs Trackwork of Doncaster were employed
to carry out track laying and by 1993 the running
lines at Swithland were complete. Sidings have
subsequently been laid and extended.

Aylesbury South ‘box was recovered in 1991 and
the top of this structure was installed on a new
brick base by a contractor. Early work by the S&T
Department included installation of the lever
frame in the ‘box, acquisition of signals and
equipment, and restoration and erection of signals.
A 20 pair block cable was installed between
Swithland and Quorn & Woodhouse and this was
jointed and tested. A temporary ground frame was
installed at Swithland for use with the temporary

“Swithland-Quorn Relief Line”, which was in use
before commissioning of the Double Track. Work
was also carried out to enable temporary use of
the Up Loop by passenger trains whilst the Up

Inside Swithland ‘box on 14th January, 2012. The 55 levers, only six of
which are spare,  don’t just operate signals but mechanical points,
electric point motors,  Facing Point Locks and detonator placers. A very
complex arrangement. RICK EBORALL



Main bridge over Swithland Lane was taken out
and refurbished.

Behind the scenes a great deal of design work has
taken place, early examples being the conceptual
design, layout and track design, signalling layout
design, mechanical locking and electrical locking.
There also has to be signal sighting agreed before
any signals are erected.

Whilst the focus of work was at Loughborough
South and Rothley for the Double Track
commissioning and subsequently at Quorn &
Woodhouse, materials were still being acquired
for Swithland and some further signal erection
took place. It is subsequent to then that the pace
of work picked up at Swithland.

An opportunity arose to improve the track layout
at the south end of the yard, utilizing a set of
double slips to give direct entry to the sidings.
This did mean some abortive work and additional
work to incorporate the changes to the signalling,
but the improvement to the operation is worth
while. Also the original layout did not include the
Mountsorrel branch which was a very late, but
welcome, addition.

The scale of work involved at Swithland is mind
boggling. A description of some of the features
of the Relay Room may help to give readers some
idea of what is involved. A considerable amount
of building work was undertaken to split the
original room and provide a separate Battery

Room. Wiring, lighting and painting
were required. Racking was installed in
the Battery Room. Backboards were
fitted for mounting electrical equipment
in the Relay Room. A Relay Rack was
fabricated, sent away to be
professionally powder coated, and later
installed. Bases for plug in type relays
were fitted and a total of 115 relays
installed. There are power supplies,
battery chargers, transformers, fuses and
cable terminations – lots of them. A
rough count gave 3500 terminations in
the Relay Room. Of course everything
needs to be tested. To aid the testing a
mimic panel has been installed.

The signalbox itself has been subject to
additional building and refurbishment
work. Cracked and missing roof slates

were replaced and the ridge tile reset. The high
level brickwork originally installed was taken
down and replaced with timber cladding. Rotten
timber was replaced including 16 windows and
new steps provided. A sink, stove, furniture and
notice boards have been installed. As part of
preparation of this article, a review was
undertaken of previous articles in Main Line and
it is remarkable how many times the word
painting appears – of the ‘box, but also signals,
fittings and equipment – and it is ongoing!

The block shelf was installed with new support
brackets made. The equipment mounted on the
block shelf and the illuminated diagram was
wired. Signal wire adjusters were installed.

Downstairs in the ‘box mechanical locking was
manufactured and fitted. 10 pedestal cranks and
48 vertical wheels were installed. At the time of
writing this article a considerable amount of work
had already been undertaken on the 35 electric
locks and circuit controllers and was continuing,
including the recent manufacture of electric lock
slides.

Outside, the signals, including ground signals,
were refurbished before erection. Down rods
were manufactured and fitted. Signal fittings were
refurbished and fitted. 17 GWR contact boxes
were overhauled, fitted and wired. The signals all
have electrically lit lamps which again needed
wiring. Castings were made for call on arms.

A small element of the signalling complexity - some of
the relays in the Relay Room adjacent to the signalbox.
STEVE EVANS



Weight bar castings were
manufactured and machined and
weight bars made. Signal slotting
was refurbished. Enamelled
sighting boards were manufactured.

Lead off timbers outside the box
and the lead off bench opposite
were fitted. Wheel benches have
been installed. Dozens of wheels
have been refurbished and installed
on these. Hundreds of pulley stakes
were installed for the signal wire
runs. An estimated 10km of signal
wire has been run out.

For the point rodding, point rollers,
cranks, scale beams and
compensators have been installed for some 500
yards of rodding runs containing about 2000
yards of rodding. Permanent Way and Facing
Point Lock (FPL) stretchers and FPLs have been
fitted to the points and slips. Mechanical and
electrical detection has been installed.

A considerable number of cables were laid in
connection with the signalling including power,
signalling and telecoms cables. This work
included jointing, terminating and testing. Some
2500 yards of cable troughing has been installed,
mainly concrete but with some elevated troughing
at Swithland Lane Bridge. There are under track
crossings (UTXs) for cables, and cable ducting
also. There are numerous location cabinets which
have been refurbished, fitted out, installed and
wired. Location staging has been built where
required.

Track circuit cabling, track feed sets and
disconnection boxes have been installed and track
joints bonded. GW detonator placers and a point
crank handle release instrument have been
installed.

Work has also been carried out at Rothley
including changes to the signalling, mechanical
and electrical locking, with the – yes you’ve
guessed it – associated testing.

A constant during the 20-odd years since
Swithland was first planned has been the
acquisition of signals, fittings, equipment,
materials, furniture etc through a mixture of

purchases, exchanges and donations. There have
been recovery jobs on the big railway at
Leominster and Whittington. Some of the
numerous other heritage railway sources who
have contributed, include, inter alia, the Exeter
West Group at Crewe, Ffestiniog Railway,
Gloucestershire and Warwickshire Railway,
Gwili Railway, South Devon Railway, Talyllyn
Railway and the Wells & Walsingham Railway.
Also there were acquisitions from Balfour Beatty,
Collectors Corner at Euston, the Quorn &
Woodhouse swapmeets, private collectors and an
auction at Sulgrave Manor.

The installation is in the home straight with
commissioning due before long. To this end
HMRI have already visited the site. Soon it
should be possible to hear the tinkle of block bells
at Swithland, which will signal the culmination
of a momentous project which has quite literally
transformed the GCR, achieved the original aims
of the railway’s founding group and will be a
fitting tribute to the memory of David Clarke,
who made it possible.

The work of the S & T Department continues,
always with a cost involved. Financial
contributions are most welcome – The David
Clarke Railway Trust have a fund set up
specifically for signalling. Mark any donations
you may wish to make, which should be made
payable to DCRT, for the Signalling Fund and
send to The David Clarke Railway Trust, Lovatt
House, 3 Wharncliffe Road, Loughborough,
LE11 1SL.

The illuminated signalling diagram above the block shelf in the
signalbox on 14th January, 2012. Train positions are indicated
by lights triggered by the track circuits. RICK EBORALL


